Complications of total hip arthroplasty: MR imaging-initial experience.
To investigate the use of standard magnetic resonance (MR) imaging sequences with simple parameter modifications for the detection and characterization of total hip arthroplasty (THA) complications. An initial phantom study was performed with cobalt-chrome and titanium prostheses to establish the imaging parameters for a subsequent clinical study. In the clinical study, coronal and transverse MR imaging of 14 THA prostheses was performed before and after intravenous contrast material administration in 12 patients who were being considered for revision arthroplasty. The images were reviewed for evidence of juxtaarticular or periprosthetic abnormalities, patterns of contrast enhancement, and quality of periprosthetic tissue depiction. Phantom study results showed improved periprosthetic tissue depiction with use of thin sections, increased frequency-encoding gradient strength, and fast spin-echo sequences. The clinical study results demonstrated periprosthetic abnormalities in 11 cases: mechanical loosening in two cases (including one case with an associated periprosthetic fracture); granulomatosis, eight; and infection, one. In 100% of cases, tissue depiction around the femoral component was judged to be of "diagnostic quality." Tissue depiction around the acetabular component was of diagnostic quality in five (36%) cases. In all seven surgically confirmed cases, a correct diagnosis was made preoperatively with MR imaging. By using simple modifications to standard MR imaging sequences, diagnostic-quality MR imaging of THA complications can be performed, particularly around the femoral prosthetic stem.